Neurological Rehabilitation in Patients with Spinocerebellar Ataxia: it’s Really Effective and Permanent?
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Rapid Communication

The Spinocerebellar Ataxias (SCA) are part of the structure of hereditary diseases that progress with the gradual degeneration of the cerebellum and its ways, causing changes mainly in balance and motor coordination. The effects of the approaches of physiotherapy in the treatment of SCA and the methodological quality of studies have been analyzed in recent times, many still with conflicting results [1].

Considering that such organ functions as a major generator of control, modulating the descending pathways to harmonize the movements and other functions, it is simple to understand how lesions in this structure are able to cause multiple motor damages with implications in basic and instrumental activities of daily living of these people - many irreversible [1,2].

The physical therapy interventions found in current literature include training of balance and protection reactions, gait and coordination exercises; strengthening, orthostatic vibration, and even the application of transcranial magnetic stimulation has been proposed. Lately, even gait training with trained dogs has proved to be a good strategy supporting the rehabilitation [3-7].

That’s the big question of this short communication: Until when are patients able retain the feedbacks provided by physiotherapists? Numerous questions are raised by us. Being an organ that requires time and repetition to restore its functions, which would be the time, intensity, duration and frequency of activities to effectively influence the remodeling of this structure? Is this organ really capable of remodeling?

Our doubts are strengthened by numerous evidence on crucial contribution of the cerebellum in motor learning process. Several studies show that patients with cerebellar lesions showed severe deficiencies in learning of motor tasks. For this reason, some authors have questioned whether the rehabilitation of patients with SCA might produce any positive effect on its motor condition [8,9]. As it is an opinion letter, we believe that facing what’s found in the current literature, there is no consensus regarding the prescription of therapeutic exercises.

The exercises (type, frequency and intensity) must respect the particularities of patients - with frequent revaluations. Unfortunately, there is a complete lack of randomised or quasi-randomised clinical trials examining physical rehabilitation in this population. Poor cooperation on behalf of patients when the disease begins to cause complete dependence, small sample size, uncontrolled and short-duration trials, remain the main handicaps. Another great difficulty in the analysis of these data takes place due to the fusion of patients with spinocerebellar ataxia with other injuries of the cerebellum, such as strokes, tumors, malformations, demyelinating diseases.

Apparently, keeping the improvement obtained with the operations depends on the continuity of exercise. Ilg et al. & Miyai [10,11] recommended the daily practice of their protocols to patients to further assess whether there was long-term retention, something that happened in all cases. Shiga [12] also maintained the application of TMS pulses with better results in the group that continued to receive frequent applications. On the other hand, Dias et al [13]. Reported maintenance of improvements after 30 days of the end of the intervention, even without continuing training.

Still, it is difficult to distinguish whether the lack of retention of benefits after an exercise program is due to progressive degeneration characteristic of the disease, to the inability to retain patterns of learned movements or to the need to elect more appropriate exercise for these patients.
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